Mining in Arizona
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The story of mining in Arizona is a cycle of land changing hands through
violence, followed by removal of inhabitants, and then an influx of unsettled
people from elsewhere. The Gadsden Purchase of 1854 was the largest such
catalyst for Arizona mining. Following unabated conflict from the MexicanAmerican War, the purchase secured a significant portion of what is now Arizona.
The purchase followed the California gold rush of 1848 through the 1850s. By
1854 many people were familiar with tales of striking it rich in the American West.
Meanwhile in Ireland, An Gorta Mór, or the Great Famine, occurred from 18451852 and forced more than a million people to flee starvation and disease. While
some Irish settled on the East Coast of the United States, many headed to western
territories like California, Oregon, Nevada, Alaska, and Arizona.
Mining growth exploded in the Arizona Territory. By 1864, 10 years after
the Gadsden Purchase, nearly 25% of the non-native male population were
prospectors. By the 1870s mines across the territory produced copper, gold, lead,
silver, and zinc, as well as boomtowns that often lived and died with the success of
the mines. While Irish immigrants could be found in all corners of Arizona, there
were two famous boomtowns where many cemented their stories.
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Tombstone sprang to life in 1879 due to its incredibly successful silver mines. Irish
immigrant prospectors flocked to the area and left their permanent mark on the
landscape and old west lore. Irish-born Nellie Cashman raised money to build the
infamous town’s first Catholic Church. The local Irish community had a formal
Irish Land League organization and Irish political news was covered in the local
papers. In March 1881, Tombstone held an Irish National Land League Ball and
locals were treated to plays such as “The Musical Comedy: The Irish Diamond.”
By 1886, a combination of a treasury surplus in silver and flooding of the major
mines brought the boomtown to a grinding halt. Since prospectors go where the
mining is, many of the town’s inhabitants moved on.
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Old Dominion Smelter Flue and Dust Chamber,
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Globe was established in 1876 while mining activity started in the area in 1873.
Like Tombstone, Globe started out as a silver boomtown when the precious metal
was discovered on the San Carlos Apache Reservation. Unlike Tombstone, Globe
expanded operations after the discovery of the high-demand mineral copper.
When the US treasury silver surplus slowed silver mining, Globe transitioned
to copper. Copper mining brought about longevity for Globe, and the Old
Dominion Mining Company continued producing well into the 20th century.
An Irish community thrived due to the mining in Globe, producing prospectors
and entrepreneurs. The local papers covered news from Ireland, and in December
1909 James Connolly, who would eventually be executed as a leader of the 1916
Easter Rising in Dublin, traveled to Globe to speak and help organize the miners.

